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Abstract. Consider the set of all rectangular n×m matrices with entries in a field. Recall that
unitriangular group Tn consists of upper triangular matrices with 1’s on the diagonal. The product
Tn×Tm naturally acts on the aforementioned set: X 7→ AXB−1. Our first observation is that each
orbit of this action contains a unique matrix which has at most one non-zero entry in each row and
in each column. Thus these non-zero numbers and their positions are invariants of a matrix under
this action. This is a variation of a classical Bruhat decomposition for GL.

When applied in the setting of Morse theory, this linear algebraic construction leads to invariants
of a strong Morse function f . Namely, positions of non-zero entries correspond to the well-known
Barannikov decomposition (also known as persistent homology) of f . The novelty is the values
themselves, which correspond to numbers, carried by Barannikov pairs (also known as bars in the
barcode).

Considering further a complex, constructed from a strong Morse function, we interpret the
product of all the numbers as a torsion of chain complex.

Introduction

The origin of that paper is in Morse theory. We are interesting to construct invariants of
strong Morse functions – function is strong Morse if it is Morse and all critical values are pairwise
distinct. We will follow the classical strategy – and consider so-called Morse complex of a strong
Morse function. Algebraically it is graded Z-module freely generated by critical points with suitable
orientations with a differential ∂ (∂2 = 0. Critical values and corresponding generators of a complex
are naturally ordered and matrix of ∂ is strictly uppertriangular.

To construct a differential ∂ we need to fix some structure – a generic Riemannian metric or a
structure of CW-complex and differential ∂ really depends on that structure.

First claim is that homologies of ∂ are homologies of the manifold. We mention here that
operator ∂ is well defined up to conjugation ∂ ∼ A∂A−1). First corollary is celebrated Morse
inequalities on numbers of critical points of given Morse index.

It was clearly stated and used in work of Barannikov [6] that A actually belongs to upper
triangular (Borel) group (see also [4, 7, 8, 16]). Corresponding orbit of Borel group is invariant of
strong Morse function and Barannikov describe orbits (to describe orbits we need to consider a
field F coefficients instead Z ): there is a uppertriangular operator A that A∂A−1 has a strictly
uppertriangular matrix with at most one 1 in each row and each column. Such a matrix is full
invariant of orbit of uppertriangular group. This result is similar to Bruhat decomposition of GLn.

In that paper we mention that actually A is unitriangular (actually this claim goes back to
Smale) and classify orbits of unitriangular group acting on differentials by conjugation. Orbits
classified similarly to the uppertriangular case: any differential is equivalent to a unique rook
type differential, such that each row and each column has at most one non-zero element. We call
that numbers Bruhat numbers of strong Morse function. Their values and position are invariants
of Morse function. Moreover we define a useful structure on homologies, a Morse function (and
suitable orientations) produce a basis in homologies which is well defined up to unitriangular group.
We realize that program in Section 3. In Section 4 we explain how Bruhat numbers changing in
generic one-parametrical families. In [15] authors prove the theorem analogous to Barannikov’s
in the setting of complexes over the Novikov field, which is useful in the context of symplectic
topology. Translating their result to our enhanced situation is a current work in progress. We note
that in [17] the similar construction of numbers was proposed.
0.1. Acknowledgements. P. Pushkar is supported by Russian Foundation for Basic Research under
the Grants RFBR 18-01-00461 and supported in part by the Simons Foundation. We are grateful
to Leonid Rybnikov for fruitful discussions. Second author thanks Andrei Ionov for bringing his
attention to the fact that the word “enhanced” has been used since [5] for distinguishing, in
particular, unitriangular group from upper triangular.

1. Enhanced vector spaces

In this section we define and study enhanced vector spaces — a notion which we rely on in
Section 2. All the constructions lie within the scope of linear algebra; moreover, our main statement
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2 ENHANCED BRUHAT DECOMPOSITION AND MORSE THEORY

here may be formulated exclusively in terms of matrices, which is done right below. Later in
Section 2 we proceed similarly in the setting of chain complexes over a field.

1.1. Formulation of results. In this subsection we introduce main definitions of this section and
formulate the main lemma.

We start with the coordinate formulation. Let n and m be two natural numbers fixed once and
for all throughout this section. Fix also a base field F. An n×m matrix is called a rook matrix if in
every row and in every column there is at most one non-zero entry. The set of all such matrices is
denoted as R. Let Tn be the group of unitriangular matrices, i.e. upper triangular n× n matrices
with ones on the diagonal. The group Tn × Tm acts on the set Matn,m of all n × m matrices:
X 7→ AXB−1. The orbit space is usually denoted as Tn\Matn,m/Tm , since one has commuting
actions of both Tn and Tm. Note that two n ×m matrices lie in the same Tn orbit if and only if
one can be obtained from another by a succesive performing of the following elementary operation:
add to one row a scalar multiple of another one, provided that the latter is higher than the former.
The same goes for Tm and column operation.

Lemma 1.1. Every orbit in Tn\Matn,m/Tm contains exactly one rook matrix.

The above statement is obtained from classical Bruhat decomposition for GL by two refinements:
1) we allow matrix to be rectangular, 2) we act by Tn and not by an upper triangular group. The
proof, however, goes along the same lines as in the classical case. We will now introduce a notion
which will enable us to reformulate Lemma 1.1 in a (slightly more) coordinate-free way.

Definition 1.2. Let V be a vector space over F. An enhancement κ on a space V is a choice of
two structures:

1) a full flag on V , i.e. a sequence of subspaces 0 = V 0 ⊂ V 1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ V dimV = V s.t.
dim(V s/V s−1) = 1, s ∈ {1, . . . , dim V };

2) a non-zero element κs in a one-dimensional space V s/V s−1, s ∈ {1, . . . , dim V }.
A vector space V with an enhancement will be called an enhanced space and denoted as (V,κ).

Definition 1.3. Let (V,κ) and (W,µ) be two enhanced spaces. We say that they are isomor-
phic (and use the symbol ' for this) if there exist an isomorphism of spaces ϕ : V ∼−→ W s.t.
1) ϕ(V s) = Ds; 2) ϕ̃s(κs) = µs, where

ϕ̃s : V s
/V s−1 → W s

/W s−1

is a map between quotient complexes induced by ϕ.

By a basis of a finite-dimensional vector space V we will mean a linearly ordered set of generators
(zero vector space has empty set as its only basis). Given a basis v = (v1, . . . , vdimV ) of V one con-
structs an enhanced space (V,κ(v)) in the following straightforward way. For s ∈ {1, . . . , dim V }
set V s :=<v1, . . . , vs> and κ(v)s := ps(vs), where ps : V s → V s/V s−1 is a standard projection. By
a basis of an enhanced space (V,κ) we will mean a basis v of V s.t. (V,κ) ' (V,κ(v)).

The next lemma is equivalent to Lemma 1.1.

Lemma 1.4. Let (V,κ) and (W,µ) be two enhanced spaces and A : V → W be a linear map.
There exists a basis v (resp. w) of an enhanced space (V,κ) (resp. (W,µ)) s.t. the matrix of A in
this basis is a rook matrix. Moreover, this rook matrix is uniquely defined.

Remark 1.5. Bases v and w themselves need not be unique.

We will stick to the above formulation. It is possible to state the same without appealing to any
bases whatsoever; this is done in Subsection 1.3.

1.2. Construction of a rook matrix. In this subsection we associate a rook matrix to a given map
between enhanced spaces. In Subsection 1.4 we will show that this is the same matrix as the one
addressed in Lemma 1.4.

We will need the following construction as a preliminary step.

Construction 1.6. Let (V,κ) be an enhanced space and A : V � W be a surjective map of spaces
(a quotient by a subspace, for example). We will now construct an induced enhancement on W .
B Consider any s s.t. the number dimA(V s) (call it t) equals to dimA(V s−1) + 1. Define W t

to be A(V s). This defines a full flag on W , i.e. a space W t for any t ∈ {1, . . . , dimW}. We
now need to produce an element µt in the space W t/W t−1, which is literally the same as the space
A(V s)/A(V s−1). Define µt to be Ã(κs), where

Ã : V s
/V s−1 → A(V s)/A(V s−1)

is a map between quotient spaces induced by A. We obtained an enhanced space (W,µ). C
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We next introduce two more definitions. For a non-zero element v ∈ V of an enhanced space
(V,κ) we define, first, a function ht(v) (stands for height) to be minimal s s.t. v ∈ V s. Second, we
define a function cf(v) (stands for coefficient) to be equal to λ ∈ F∗ = F \ {0} s.t. p(v) = λκht(v),
where p is a projection V ht(v) → V ht(v)/V ht(v)−1.

We proceed to the main construction of this subsection.

Construction 1.7. Given a map A : V → W between enhanced spaces (V,κ) and (W,µ) we will
now construct a rook (dimW )× (dim V ) matrix, call it R.
B Fix any s ∈ {1, . . . , dim V }. Consider a surjective map S : W � W/A(V s−1) and use Construc-

tion 1.6 to get an enhanced space (W/A(V s−1), µ̃). Consider now an element Ã(κs) ∈ W/A(V s−1),
where

Ã : V s
/V s−1 → W/A(V s−1)

is a map between quotient spaces induced by restriction A|V s . If Ã(κs) = 0 then the sth column
of R is set to be zero. Otherwise, let λ and t′ be, respectively, coefficient and height of Ã(κs). Let
t ∈ {1, . . . , dimW} be the only number satisfying the condition dimS(W t) = dimS(W t−1)+1 = t′.
Finally, we set Rt,s to be λ and all the other entries in the sth column of R to be zero. It is
straightforward to check that in each row there is at most one non-zero element, i.e. R is indeed
a rook matrix. C

1.3. Terminological digression. In this subsection we introduce a bit of terminology which will be
useful for understanding the content of Section 2.

Let X and Y be two sets and ∼ be a equivalence relation on X. If a map f : X → Y is constant
on the equivalence classes, then we say that f(x) is an invariant of some element x ∈ X. If,
moreover, the induced map f̃ : X/∼ → Y is a bijection of sets then we say that f(x) is a full
invariant.

Our next goal is to introduce a certain equivalence relation on a set of maps between fixed
enhanced spaces. A linear automorphism C : V → V of an enhanced space (V,κ) is said to
preserve enhancement if 1) C(V s) = V s and 2) C̃s(κs) = κs, where

C̃s : V s
/V s−1 → V s

/V s−1

is a map between quotient spaces induced by C. We say that two maps A and B between enhanced
spaces (V,κ) and (W,µ) are equivalent if there exist an automorphism C1 (resp. C2) of (V,κ)
(resp. (W,µ)) preserving enhancement s.t. C2AC1 = B.

Lemma 1.4 can now be reformulated as follows.

Lemma 1.8. Let (V,κ) and (W,µ) be two fixed enhanced spaces and A : V → W be some linear
map. Then the rook matrix associated to A is a full invariant of a map considered up to equivalence.

Note that Construction 1.7 associates to a given map between enhanced spaces an invariant
which takes values in the set of rook matrices.
1.4. Proof of the main lemma. In this subsection we prove Lemma 1.4. First, we prove the partial
case when the map in question is an isomorphism. Second, we derive the general statement from
it.

First of all, recall the lemma itself.

Lemma 1.4. Let (V,κ) and (W,µ) be two enhanced spaces and A : V → W be a linear map.
There exists a basis v (resp. w) of an enhanced space (V,κ) (resp. (W,µ)) s.t. the matrix of A in
this basis is a rook matrix. Moreover, this rook matrix is uniquely defined.

We now show how to deduce uniqueness part from the existence. Suppose the map A is rep-
resented by a rook matrix R in some bases v and w. Then one checks straightforwardly that the
Construction 1.7 produces the same matrix R as an output. Therefore R is an invariant of a map
A. The rest of this subsection is devoted to proving the existence part.

The next proposition is a partial case which will be used later.

Proposition 1.9. Let (V,κ) and (W,µ) be two enhanced spaces and A : V → W be an isomor-
phism. There exists a basis v (resp. w) of an enhanced space (V,κ) (resp. (W,µ)) s.t. the matrix
of A is a rook matrix.

Proof. By a jump of a function f : X → Z>0, where X ⊂ Z>0 we will mean a number x s.t.
f(x) = f(x− 1) + 1. Fix any s ∈ {1, . . . , dim V }. Consider now a function x 7→ dim(A(V s)∩W x),
for x ∈ {0, . . . , dimW} (note that dimV = dimW ). It has exactly s jumps. Moreover, every
jump of the function x 7→ dim(A(V s−1) ∩W x) is also a jump of the function under consideration.
Therefore, the latter function has exactly one “new” jump, call it t. It follows from the fact that
t is a jump that A(V s) ∩ (W t \W t−1) 6= ∅, take any element w from this set. It follows from the
fact that t is actually a new jump that A−1(w) ∈ V s \ V s−1.
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Performing the above operation for all possible s we construct bases of both V and W s.t. each
basis generates a given flag; the only subtlety that we have to reorder, if necessary, the basis of V .
By rescaling these basis elements appropriately one get the desired statement. �

Remark 1.10. This is a classsical proof of Bruhat decomposition for GLn.

Viewing element κs as an affine subspace of V s enables us to induce enhancement on a subspace.
Indeed, one simply needs to take the intersection of a given subspace with the mentioned affine
spaces.

Now to finish the proof of Lemma 1.4 one only need to consider the standart compositon V →
V/KerA→ ImA→ W and induce enhancements on KerA and ImA.
1.5. Geometric approach to enhancements, dual enhancement and enhancements on a subspaces
and quotient space.

We recall that for an affine subspace A in a vector space V a set {a − b|a, b ∈ A} is a vector
subspace of V associated with A, it is called the direction of A. We will denote this vector subspace
by dirA.

Definition 1.11. An enhancement of a vector space V is a subset of V , which we will also call
κ, such that: κ is a disjoint union of affine subspaces Ai (Ai ∩ Aj = ∅ for i 6= j) of dimension
i− 1 for i ∈ {1, ..., dim V } and such that 0 /∈ κ and dirAi+1 = span(Ai) for each i ∈ {1, ..., dim V },
where AdimV+1 equals to V .

The collection A1, ..., AdimV of affine subspaces is uniquely recovered from the enhancement κ.
For the corresponding algebraically defined enhancement κ flag spaces are V i = span(Ai) = dirAi+1

and non-zero elements κs are images of As under natural quotient maps V s → V s/V s−1. The full
flag V 1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ V dimV = V of directions of enhancement we will denote by dirκ.

Dual vector space V ∗ to an enhanced vector space (V,κ) is naturally enhanced as well: a dual
enhancement κ∗ on V ∗ is, by definition, a union of the following spaces

Uni(Ai) = {p ∈ V ∗|p(Ai) = 1}.
Note that dim Uni(Ai) = dim V − i− 1. Note also that dual flag to

0 = dirA1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ dirAdimV ⊂ V,

which by definition consists of annihilator spaces to flag spaces
0 = Ann(V ) ⊂ Ann(dirAdimV−1) ⊂ . . . ⊂ Ann(dirA1) ⊂ V ∗

coincides with
0 = dir Uni(AdimV ) ⊂ dir Uni(AdimV−1) ⊂ . . . ⊂ dir Uni(A1) ⊂ V ∗.

If κ = κ(v), where v = (v1, . . . , vn) is ordered basis of V, then κ∗ = κ(gn, . . . , g1) for a dual
basis {g1, . . . , gn} of V ∗ (such that gi(vj) = δij).

If L ⊂ V is a linear subspace of an enhanced space (V,κ) then one can easily show that the set
κL = κ∩L is an enhancement on the vector space L. Hence, for an injective linear map i : N → V
the preimage i−1(κ) is also an enhancement, and we denote it by i∗κ.

A quotient space V/L of an enhanced space (V,κ) by a subspace L is also enhanced space
with an enhancement κ/L defined by the following construction. For a natural quotient map
ψ : V → V/L the dual map ψ∗ : (V/L)∗ → V ∗ is an injection. The space V ∗ is enhanced with
the dual enhancement κ∗, hence one can consider the enhancement (ψ∗)∗κ on V/L∗. The dual
enhancement ((ψ∗)∗κ)∗ is an enhancement on the space (V/L)∗∗ which we will identify with V/L
and the corresponding enhancement denote by κ/L and we call it as enhancement κ quotient by L.
1.6. Construction of enhancement from flag and enhancement. We say that two enhancements κ1
and κ2 (on the same vector space) are parallel iff flags dirκ1 and dirκ2 coincide. Note that a set
of all enhancements parallel to a given one is naturally a torus (F \ {0})dimV . Namely, for every
pair (κ1,κ2) of parallel enhancements we construct an ordered collection of non-zero numbers
Λ(κ1,κ2) = (λ1(κ1,κ2), . . . , λdimV (κ1,κ2)), where each number λi = λi(κ1,κ2) is given by the
relation κi

1 = λiκi
2.

The main construction of this section is the following. We will correspond to pair (f,κ) consisting
of a full flag f = W 1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ W dimV on V and an enhancement κ on V an enhancement
χ = χ(f,κ) on V such that dirχ = f . It is given by the following inductive procedure, we will
construct affine spaces B1 ⊂ W 1, B2 ⊂ W 2,... step by step. Denote by A1, ..., AdimL a collection
of affine subspaces, generating κ. Let Ãi = Uni(AdimV−i+1). Let us construct a point B1 –
geometrically it is the intersection of κ and W 1, but we define it in the following way: consider
the smallest k1 such that Ãk1|W1 6= 0 and let

B1 = {x ∈ W 1|p(x) = 1∀p ∈ Ãk1|W 1}.
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To construct B2 we take smallest k2 such that Ãk1 ∧ Ãk2 |W 2 6= {0} (exterior product of sets is a
set of all exterior products of elements from initial sets)

B2 = {x ∈ W 2|p(x) = 1∀p ∈ Ãk1|W 2 ∪ Ãk2|W 2 : p|B1 = 0}.

To construct Bi+1 we take smallest ki+1 such that Ãk1 ∧ Ãk2 ∧ . . . ∧ Ãki+1 |W i+1 6= 0 and

Bi+1 = {x ∈ W i+1|p(x) = 1∀p ∈ Ãk1 |W i+1 ∪ Ãk2 |W i+1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ãi+1|W i+1 : p|B1∪B2∪...∪Bi = 0}.
Each Bi is an affine space of the dimension I − 1 and the set B1 ∪ . . . ∪ BdimV is the desired
enhancement χ(f,κ). Also we get a permutation σ(f,κ) = (k1, . . . , kdimV ).

Remark 1.12. If dirκ = f then χ(f,κ) = κ. If the field F is R or C and dim V > 1 then the
map

(f,κ) 7→ χ(f,κ)
is discontinuous, even functions λi(κ1, χ(dirκ1,κ2)) are discontinuous, but their product

λ1(κ1, χ(dirκ1,κ2)) · . . . · λdimV (κ1, χ(dirκ1,κ2))
is a continuous function – its value is the determinant of any isomorphism I such that I(κs

1) = κs
2

for any s.

1.7. Enhancements and grassmanians and determinant. Suppose V is a space with two enhance-
ments κ, χ then for every subspace L ⊂ V we get enhancementsκL, χL on L and we can construct
numbers λ1(κL, χL), . . . , λdimL(κL, χL) and permutation σ(dirκL, χL) Consider product

d(κL, χL) = (−1)σ(dirκL,χL)λ1(κL, χL) . . . λdimL(κL, χL).
By construction this function has only non-zero values. This function has meaning of ordinary

determinant in the following sense. Consider space V with ordered basis v and space U with
ordered basis u. Then space V ⊕ U is endowed by ordered basis (v, u) and by ordered basis
(u, v) and hence one can construct enhancements κ(v, u) and κ(u, v). Then for any isomorphism
A : V → U its determinant equals to dκ(v,u)L,κ(u,v)L

for L ⊂ V ⊕ U being a graph of A. If the map
A : V → U is not an isomorphism we still get a non-zero number and for 0 operator this number
is 1.

2. Enhanced complexes

In this section we define and study enhanced complexes — an algebraic object which will carry
a certain information about a strong Morse function (see Proposition 3.1). All the constructions
lie within the scope of homological algebra of chain complexes over a field.
2.1. Definition of an enhanced complex. In this subsection we define the object of study of this
section.

Definition 2.1. Let C be a (chain) complex of vector spaces,

C = 0→ Cn
∂n−→ · · · → C0 → 0.

An enhancement κ on a complex C is an enhancement (C•,κ) on a vector space C• := ⊕jCj
satisfying the condition that each Cs• is a subcomplex of C (we will therefore write Cs instead of Cs•
in order to stress out the structure of a complex). A complex with an enhancement will be called
an enhanced complex and denoted as (C,κ).

Remark 2.2. Recall that the aforementioned condition amounts to the following two: 1) Cs is de-
composed into the direct sum of graded components ⊕kCs

k s.t. Cs
k ⊂ Ck for all k; 2) ∂k(Cs

k) ⊂ Cs
k−1

for all k > 0.

For an enhanced complex (C,κ) the set {1, . . . , dim C•} is Z>0-graded: the degree deg s of s is
given by the only degree in which the complex Cs/Cs−1 is non-zero. We will call this graded set
Cr(C,κ) (Cr for short1).

Definition 2.3. Let (C,κ) and (D, µ) be two enhanced complexes with dim C• = dimD•. We
say that they are isomorphic (and use the symbol ' for this) if there exist an isomorphism of
complexes ϕ : C ∼−→ D s.t. 1) ϕ(Cs) = Ds; 2) ϕ̃s(κs) = µs, where

ϕ̃s : Cs
/Cs−1 → Ds

/Ds−1

is a map between quotient complexes induced by ϕ.

Remark 2.4. As we will show in Section 3, given a strong Morse function and orientations on
descending disks one can construct an enhanced complex, which is well-defined up to isomorhism.

1In our topological applications it will be set of critical values of a strong Morse function, hence the name.
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2.2. Enhancement on H•(C). In this subsection we will construct an enhancement on a homology
vector space H•(C) := ⊕jHj(C) of a given enhanced complex (C,κ).

Recall that coefficients are in the field F. First, we will construct a filtration on H•C. For
s ∈ {0, . . . , dim H•(C)} let ιs be a map H•(Cs) → H•(C) induced by inclusion. Define the subset
H (which stands for homology) of the set {1, . . . , dim C•} to be the set of all s s.t. dim Im ιs =
dim Im ιs−1 + 1. Let si be the ith element of H (counting from 1) and s0 be zero. The sequence
of subspaces 0 = Im ιs0 ⊂ Im ιs1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Im ιsdim H•(C) = H•(C) is a full flag on H•(C). To complete
the construction of enhancement we will now produce an element from Im ιsi/Im iotasi−1 for a given
i ∈ {1, . . . , dim H•(C)}. We denote si by s for convenience.

Consider the following diagram, with horizontal line being a portion of a long exact sequence of
a pair (Cs, Cs−1) (recall that dim Hdeg s(Cs, Cs−1) = 1):

Hdeg s(Cs−1) Hdeg s(Cs) Hdeg s(Cs, Cs−1)

H•(C) [κs]

θ

ιs−1

p∗

ιs ∈

where [κs] is a class of a relative chain κs ∈ Cs/Cs−1. We write ιs both for a map H•(Cs)→ H•(C)
and for its restriction to Hdeg s(Cs). It follows from the definition of H that dim Coker θ = 1,
therefore Ker p∗ is a proper subspace of Hdeg s(Cs), which in turn implies that p∗ is surjective (we
depict surjective maps by a double-headed arrow). Denote by p−1

∗ ([κs]) any preimage of [κs]; it is
defined up to elements from Ker p∗ ' Im θ. Finally, the desired element is a class of ιs(p−1

∗ ([κs]))
in the quotient space Im ιs/Im ιs−1 ' Im ιs/Im ιsi−1 (mind that Im ιsi−1 = Im ιsi−1); it is well-defined.

For a detailed treatment of this long exact sequence see [14]. Without taking κs into account it
was first considered in [13]. This preferred generator appeared independently in [17]. We denote
obtained enhancement as (H•(C),κH). Specializing the above discussion to a fixed degree k (and
thus having deg si = k) we get an enhanced space (Hk(C),κHk

).
2.3. Barannikov data. In this subsection we introduce a certain data extracted from a given
enhanced complex. This data is invariant under isomorphisms. In Subsection 2.4 we show that
this data is a full invariant of a enhanced complex considered up to isomorphism.

We will now describe the type of data which later will be extracted from a given enhanced
complex. It consists of several parts:

i) A non-negative integer N along with a Z>0-grading on a set {1, . . . , N}, denoted by deg;
ii) Decomposition of {1, . . . , N} into the union of three disjoint sets U,L,H;

iii) Bijection b : U 1−1−−→ L of degree −1 w.r.t. the grading. Map b must satisfy b(s) < s;
iv) A function λ : U → F∗.

We will now show how to extract such a data from an enhanced complex (C,κ). In future we will
refer to it as a Barannikov data (U,L,H, b, λ) associated to (C,κ). We continue using notations
introduced in Subsections 2.1 and 2.2. To begin with, set N := dim C• and set the grading to be
equal to that on Cr(C,κ). Now for each 1 6 s 6 dim C• s.t. δ([κs]) 6= 0 do the following:

1) put s in U ,
2) put ht(δ([κs])) (w.r.t. the enhancement on H•(Cs−1) constructed from Cs−1) in L,
3) set λ(s) := cf(δ([κs])) w.r.t. the same enhancement,
4) set b(s) := ht(δ([κs])) w.r.t. the same enhancement.

Using elementary diagram chasing one verifies that such an operation is well-defined in a sense that,
first, each number will be put somewhere at most once and, second, that b enjoys desired properties,
see [14]. Those numbers in Cr(C,κ) which were not put anywhere by this operation are put in H.
The extraction of data i)-iv) is over, it’s plain to see that it’s invariant under isomorphism. We
note that everything except λ was esentially constructed in [6], while homological was language
first used in [13].

We will now take coordinate viewpoint, which will be useful in formulation of classificational
Theorem 2.6 in Subsection 2.4. By a basis of a chain complex C we will mean a basis (c1, . . . , cdim C•)
of a vector space C• s.t. each cs belongs to some Ck, where k depends on s. By a basis of an
enhanced complex (C,κ) we will mean a basis c of a chain complex (C, ∂) s.t. (C•,κ) ' (C•,κ(s))
(see Definition 2.1). Every enhanced complex can be equipped with a basis.

Definition 2.5. Let (C,κ) be an enhanced complex and c be its basis. We call c a Barannikov
basis if the matrix of differential ∂ : C• → C• in the basis c satisfies the condition that in each row
and in each column there is at most one non-zero element.

It is straightforward to see that matrix of ∂ in a given Barannikov basis contains essentially
the same information as data i)-iv). Indeed, the fact that element aij of a matrix of ∂ is non-zero
means that 1) j ∈ U , 2) i ∈ L, 3) b(j) = i, 4) λ(j) = aij. We omit the details. These considerations
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imply that the matrix of ∂ is the same for any Barannikov basis (since data i)-iv) is invariant under
isomorphism). The purpose of Subsection 2.4 is to show that every enhanced complex admits a
Barannikov basis. This would imply that Barannikov data is a full invariant of a enhanced complex
considered up to isomorphism.

2.4. Classification of enhanced complexes. In this subsection we prove classificational

Theorem 2.6. For every enhanced complex (C,κ) there exists a Barannikov basis c. Moreover,
the matrix of ∂ is the same for any Barannikov basis.

Remark 2.7. 1. Barannikov basis itself need not be unique.
2. Put differently, one may say that Barannikov data is a full invariant of an enhanced complex

considered up to isomoprhism.
3. It is profitable to have a Barannikov basis at hand, since the complex takes the simplest

form possible and becomes tractable.
4. The case when the complex is not enhanced, but simply filtered, was proven in [6].

Note that uniqueness (i.e. the second statement of Theorem 2.6) follows from the existence and
the fact that Barannikov data is invariant under isomorphisms (which is shown in Subsection 2.3).
The rest is devoted to proving the existence part.

We are now able to prove

Theorem 2.6. For every enhanced complex (C,κ) there exists a Barannikov basis c. Moreover,
the matrix of ∂ is the same for any Barannikov basis.

Proof. Fix any k ∈ {0, . . . , dim C}. The differential ∂k : Ck → Ck−1 is a map of enhanced vec-
tor spaces. Lemma 1.4 produces, in particular, a basis in Ck, call it u. Analogously, applying
Lemma 1.4 to ∂k+1 one obtains another basis of Ck, call it l. Construct now the basis v of Ck as
follows. If the element i ∈ {1, . . . , dimCk} belongs to Uk then vi := ui, otherwise vi := li. Now
note that a basis for each Ck actually gives the basis of the direct sum C•, since the filtration on
the latter dictates the grading of the element being added. It is now straightforward to verify that
constructed basis is a Barannikov one. �

2.5. Taking Barannikov data commutes with slicing. Given an enhanced complex (C,κ) and two
integers 0 6 l 6 m 6 dim C•, consider a quotient complex Cm/Cl; it inherits an enhancement. The
goal of this subsection is to provide a recipe on how to express Barannikov data of this quotient
complex in terms of the initial one. To this aim we, first, describe this recipe and, second, prove
that it is correct.

Let us fix the notations first. Aforementioned enhanced complex will be called a (l,m)-slice of
(C,κ) and denoted as (C|ml ,κ|ml ). Let (U,L,H, b, λ) be a Barannikov data associated to (C,κ).
Given l and m we will now define another Barannikov data (U ′, L′, H ′, b′, λ′).

Set U ′ := {s ∈ U |l < s 6 m, b(s) > l} − l (by convention, subtracting an integer l from a
subset of integers yields another subset formed by differences with l of each element individually),
L′ := {s ∈ L|l < s 6 m, b−1(s) 6 m}− l, H ′ := {1, . . . ,m− l}\ (U ′tL′). Define the grading on U ′
via its injection into U . Proceed similarly for L′ and H ′. For s ∈ U ′ define 1) b′(s) := b(s+ l)− l,
2) λ′(s) := λ(s+ l).

Proposition 2.8. Let (C,κ) be an enhanced complex and (U,L,H, b, λ) be its Barannikov data.
For a given 0 6 l 6 m 6 dim C• the Barannikov data of (l,m)-slice of (C,κ) coincides with the
data (U ′, L′, H ′, b′, λ′) constructed above.

Proof. Take Barannikov basis of (C,κ) which exists by Theorem 2.6. Its elements with indices
from l + 1 to m, when mapped to a (l,m)-slice, again form a Barannikov basis. The statement
follows. �

Remark 2.9. Although usage of Theorem 2.6 makes the proof shorter, it is still possible to prove
the above statement directly from the definitions.

2.6. Torsion of a chain complex. We begin this subsection by recalling Milnor’s definition of
a torsion of a chain complex, closely following [9]. After this we define torsion of an enhanced
complex and calculate it via Barannikov data.

Let v = (v1, . . . , vdimV ) and v′ = (v′1, . . . , v′dimV ) be two bases of V . Denote by [v′/v] ∈ F∗ the
determinant of a transition matrix from v to v′. We call two bases v and v′ equivalent if [v′/v] = 1.
Let us now be given an exact triple of vector spaces 0 → U

ι−→ V
π−→ W → 0 along with bases u

and w of U and W respectively. Construct a basis uw of V as follows. For a vector wi ∈ W set
π−1(wi) ∈ V to be any lift w.r.t. π. Now set uw := (ι(u1), . . . , ι(udimU), π−1(w1), . . . , π−1(wdimW )).
Equivalence class of uw is independent of chosen lifts of wi’s.
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Recall from Subsection 2.4 that for a complex (C, ∂) one has two exact triples:
0→ Bk → Zk → Hk → 0,(2.1)

0→ Zk → Ck
∂k−→ Bk−1 → 0.(2.2)

Let us now be given bases ck of Ck and hk of Hk (for all admissible k). Choose any basis bk of
Bk. Construct, first, a basis bkhk of Zk via triple 2.1, and, second, a basis bkhkbk−1 of Ck via triple
2.2. Define the torsion of C to be

τ(C) :=
n∏
i=0

[bihibi−1/ci](−1)i+1 ∈ F∗.

It is straightforward to show that τ(C) depends only on (C, ∂), equivalence class of ck and that of
hk (see [9]).

Any two bases of a given enhanced space (V,κ) are equivalent. Analogously, for any two bases
c and c′ of an enhanced complex (C,κ) one has equivalence between ck and c′k, where by ck we
mean (here and further) an ordered subset of c corresponding to a basis of Ck.

Let us now assemble all the pieces together. Let an enhanced complex (C,κ) be given. Choose
any basis c of (C,κ). Recall that by Subsection 2.2 we have an enhanced space (Hk(C),κHk

) for
each k. Choose any basis hk of (Hk(C),κHk

). Define the torsion of an enhanced complex (C,κ) to
be the torsion of C w.r.t. bases ck and hk; denote it by τ(C,κ). This number is well-defined since
equivalence classes of both ck and hk are well-defined.

Given a Barannikov data (U,L,H, b, λ) we will now define a permutation σ which depends only
on U,L,H and b. Note that b doesn’t have anything to do with bi from the definition of torsion.
For a fixed k, the set U determines a subset of a set {1, . . . , |{s ∈ U t L t H| deg s = k}|}, call
it Uk. Do similar for Lk and Hk; note that b determines a bijection b′ : Uk → Lk−1. Now recall
that for two permutations σ and π of length l and m their (direct) sum σ + π is defined as a
permutation of l+m elements acting as σ on the first l elements and as π on the last m elements.
For a fixed k, we will now define a permutation σk on |Uk t Lk tHk| elements by writing integers
in a row. First, write down elements of Lk in increasing order. Second, write down elements of Hk

also in increasing order. Third, write down elements of Uk, but this time in the order of increasing
of b′(s), for s ∈ Uk. Finally, define σ to be the sum σ0 + · · · + σn, where n = maxs∈UtLtH deg s.
The sign of a permutation σ will be denoted as (−1)σ.

Proposition 2.10. Let (C,κ) be an enhanced complex and (U,L,H, b, λ) be a Barannikov data
associated to it. Let also σ be the permutation defined above. We then have

τ(C,κ) = (−1)σ
∏
s∈U

λ(s)(−1)deg s

.

Proof. Since any two bases of an enhanced space are equivalent, we may calculate τ(C,κ) in Baran-
nikov basis, which exists by Theorem 2.6. This yields a right-hand side by the very definitions. �

3. Morse theory

‘In this section we recall some results and constructions from Morse theory in Subsection 3.1 and
Subsection 3.2. After that we formulate our results. We fix a strong Morse function f : M → R
on a closed manifold M . Let Ma = {x ∈ M |f(x) ≤ a} be a sublevel set. Morse idea was to
study how Ma is changed when a grows from −∞ to +∞. The function f produces a finite set
of critical values Cr(f) ⊂ R which is graded by Morse index of corresponding critical point. All
chain complexes and homologies are assumed to be over the fixed field F unless stated otherwise.
3.1. Full flag on homologies. We recall a construction of a full flag on each space Hk(M,F). To
every space of the flag corresponds a unique critical value c ∈ Crk(f), where Crk(f) is a set of all
critical values having index k.

The critical value c is given by the condition:
dim i∗Hk(Mc−ε) + 1 = dim i∗Hk(Mc+ε),

where i∗ is a mapping to Hk(M) induced by a natural inclusion and ε > 0 is sufficiently small
number. Corresponding flag space is i∗Hk(Mc+ε). We call this critical values (or corresponding
critical points) as homologically essential critical values (or critical points); the set of all index k
homologically essential critical values we denote by Hk(f) ⊂ Crk(f). The cardinality of Hk(f)
equals to bk = dimHk(M,F). Critical values from H(f) = tkHk(f) “count homologies” of M ,
their definition goes back to Lyusternik and Shnirelman. Note that we get a proof of weak Morse
inequalities #Crk ≥ bk.
3.2. Barannikov pairs. Note that Cr(f) \H(f) could be decomposed into disjoint pairs of points
of neighboring indices – it follows directly from strong Morse inequalities. In [6] Barannikov
discovered a powerful canonical combinatorial structure on the set Cr(f) \ H(f). Namely, he
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decomposed all points from Cr(f) \H(f) into disjoint pairs of points of neighboring indices. Two
critical values form a (ordered) pair (a, b) if and only if a > b and
dim H∗(Ma−ε,Mb+ε) = dim H∗(Ma+ε,Mb−ε) = dim H∗(Ma−ε,Mb−ε)− 1 = dim H∗(Ma+ε,Mb+ε)− 1
for sufficiently small ε > 0 (see [10]; see also [13] for the analysis of exact sequences of pairs
mentioned). One can show that ind(a) = ind(b) + 1 and this equality follows from the above
condition. The same ideas was discovered independently by several groups in the context of
applied mathematics, see [12] for a survey.
3.3. Morse theory and enhancements. Morse theory often started with a Morse function on a closed
manifold and produces a chain complex generated by critical points with suitable orientations. The
spaces of a constructed complex often are uniquely defined (up to orientations) but a differential
is not uniquely defined in general. The differential may depends on a “choices” in a construction.
Hence ”an invariant” is a complex with differential up to a (hypothetical) arbitrariness in the
construction. An arbitrariness lies in a group and for construction of Barannikov pairs it sufficient
to mention that they lies in upper-triangular group. But in fact they lies in unitriangular group
(upper-triangular group with 1 on the diagonal). It was the starting point of that paper. Now we
describe that approach in more details.
3.4. Oriented Morse functions. Roughly speaking oriented Morse function is a Morse function f
and for each critical point a choice of orientation of maximal negative subspace of a quadratic
form d2f(x). We define it more formally here and start with the following observation. Let Q be a
quadratic form on a vector space V over R. Consider a subspace L ⊂ V of maximal dimension (this
dimension is called negative inertia index of Q) such that the restriction Q|L is negatively oriented.
The space of all such subspaces is contractible. Hence the space of all such oriented subspaces has
two contractible components. We say that orientation of Q is a choice of a component of a latter
space. An orientation of Q naturally defines an orientation of a subspace L. We say that oriented
critical point is a critical point x and orientation of d2f(x).

By oriented Morse function we call a Morse function f and a choice of orientation of d2f(x)
for all critical points x. An oriented Morse function f generates a free Z-modules Ck(f,Z) with a
system of generators consisting of all oriented critical points of f having index k. For the oriented
strong Morse function f the set of all generators (with different indices) is naturally ordered with
respect to the order on critical values.
3.5. CW-complex associated to a Morse function. Recall that we fixed a strong Morse function
f : M → R on a closed manifold M . We briefly recall the construction from the Milnor’s book
“Morse theory” [2] of a CW-complex associated with the function f . Note that Morse theory was
essentially developed long time before CW-complexes were defined, see [1].

Let us denote by
c1 < . . . < cN

all points in Cr(f). Let us also fix the numbers a0 < . . . < aN separating points in Cr(f):
ai−1 < ci < ai for any i ∈ {1, . . . , N}. By induction we assume that we already constructed a CW-
complex Ki−1 and a homotopy equivalence gi−1 : Mai−1 → Ki−1. The construction of a cell complex
Ki and a homotopy equivalence gi : Mai

→ Ki is a combination of the following statements.
Firstly we claims that Mai

is homotopy equivalent to Mai−1 ∪ϕi
eind ci , where eind ci is a closed

cell of the dimension ind ci, ϕi is a continuous map from a sphere Sind ci−1 = ∂eind ci to Mai−1 . In
fact Mai−1 ∪ϕi

eind ci can be viewed as a subspace in Mi but this representation in non-canonical.
Hence, one can show that Mai

is homotopy equivalent to Ki−1 ∪gi−1◦ϕi
eind ci .

The space Ki−1∪gi−1◦ϕi
eind ci is not a CW-complex in general but it is homotopy equivalent to a

spaceKi−1∪ψi
eind ci , where ψi : Sind ci−1 →Mai−1 is a cellular approximation of gi−1 ◦ ϕi : Sind ci−1 →

Mai−1 (the map ψi is homotopic to the map gi−1 ◦ ϕi and ψi(Sind ci−1) belongs to the (ind(ci)−1)th
skeleton of Ki−1). This space Ki−1 ∪ψi

eind ci has now a CW-structure and there exists a homotopy
equivalence gi : Mai

→ Ki, which is an extension of a map gi−1.
At the very end we get a CW-complex KN associated with f . It is not unique – on each step

we had to choose a cellular approximation.
3.6. Chain complex and unitriangularity. Each oriented Morse function naturally induces an
orientation on cells of KN . Indeed the tangent space to the central point of its i-th cell eind ci

could be identified with the space defining orientation of corresponding critical point. Consider
free Z-modules Ck(f,Z) freely generated by oriented critical points of f having index k – that is
naturally the k-th group of cellular chains of KN . Denote by

∂KN
: Cf = ⊕kCk(f,Z)→ Cf

the corresponding cellular differential. We assume that oriented Morse function is strong Morse.
Note that the matrix of ∂KN

is strictly upper-triangular. For different cellular complexes KN and
K̃N associated with f one can construct a chain of cellular homotopy equivalence Si : Ki → K̃i,
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such that Si|Ki−1 = Si−1 and the induced map of spheres Ki/Ki−1 → K̃i/K̃i−1 has degree +1. The
corresponding to SN cellular chain map S#

N : Cf → Cf conjugate cellular differentials ∂KN
and ∂

K̃N

and unitriangular (upper-triangular with 1 on the diagonal).
For a field F we get a complex over F with spaces Ck(f,F) = Ck(f,Z) ⊗ F and differential

∂KN
⊗ F. That complex has a basis v, generated by the Cr(f) (critical values correspond to basis

elements) and corresponding enhancement κ(v). Different CW-complex produce in general another
differential but matrices of differentials are unitriangularly conjugated, so enhanced complex is well
defined up to an isomorphism.

Proposition 3.1. A oriented strong Morse function f : M → R generates an enhanced complex
up to an isomorphism.

From Theorem 2.6 we get a proposition

Proposition 3.2. Any enhanced complex of oriented strong Morse function f : M → R isomorphic
(in the enhancement sense) to an enhanced complex (with operator ∂) with basis {x1, ..., xN} such
that there is a decomposition of {x1, ..., xN} into disjoint pairs {pi, qi} and single elements hi that
∂(pi) = λiqi for nonzero elements λi ∈ F and d(hi) = 0. This decomposition and corresponding
numbers λi are full invariants of an enhanced complex. In other words ∂K is conjugate by a
unitriagonal isomorphism to a unique differential with matrix whose only nonzero elements are λi
on corresponding places.

We call numbers λ as Bruhat numbers of oriented Morse function.
We will say that Barannikov pair of critical values is a pair of critical values corresponding to

(pi, qi).

Remark 3.3. 1. If we change one orientation of orientations of critical points then the decompo-
sition does not change and maximum one number λi change its sign, all others remains the same.
2. By original definition Barannikov pairs are pair of elements from the unique decomposition
{x1, ..., xN} into pairs {ai, bi} and single elements ci such that boundary operator is conjugate by
upper-triangular isomorphism to such unique ∂, that ∂(ai) = bi and ∂(ci). Obviously this decom-
position coincide with the decomposition from Proposition 3.2.
3. All our data is the same for oriented Morse function f and correspondingly oriented Morse
function ϕ ◦ f ◦ ψ where ψ : M → M is any diffeomorphism and ϕ : R → R is a diffeomorphism
preserving an orientation. Hence if we deform f in a class of oriented strong Morse functions the
decomposition and numbers remain the same.
4 The flag of directions (see Subsection 1.6) of our enhancement generates a natural full flag on
the singular homologies Hk(M). It is exactly the flag from Subsection 3.1.

3.7. Few examples. First example when Bruhat numbers not only from {−1, 1} is RP 2 with a
function lifting to (x2

1 + 2x2
2 + 3x2

3)|S2 . In that case for char(F) 6= 2, 3 the corresponding Bruhat
number equals to ±2 6= ±1.

We describe an idea of construction of functions with one Barannikov pair with non-trivial
numbers. We claim that on CP 2 there is oriented Morse functions fk, k ∈ N having same critical
values and indices – a critical value c1 = 1 of index 0, critical values c2 = 2 and c3 = 2 + ε
of index 2, a critical value c4 = 2 + 2ε of index 3 and c5 = 3 of index 4 (ε > 0 is a small
number), such that for each fk there is a CW-complex Kk with cellular differential ∂k, such that
∂k(e(c4)) = ke2(c3) + e2(c2).

To obtain such functions we take a standard function on CP 2 with 3 critical points (whose
preimage under the Hopf map S5 → CP 2 is (|z1|2 + 2|z2|2 + 3|z3|2)|S5) and create two critical
points of indices 2 and 3 on levels 2 + ε and 2 + 2ε correspondingly. After can take different
gradient fields vk, k ∈ N and using this fields change critical values of index 2. We omit the details;
for an in-depth discussion of this technique, see [3].

Each function fk has one Bruhat number and this number equals to k. Hence they could not
deformed one to another in the space of strong Morse functions. Note that it is impossible to
distinguish all these functions using Barannikov pairs only.

Now we discuss how to construct a function on S4 with two non-trivial Bruhat numbers. Take
a height function with minimum value -2 and maximal value 2. Perturb it to create two index
2 points (with values c1 = −2ε and c2 = −ε) and two index 3 points (with values d1 = 2ε and
d2 = ε) such that for corresponding cellular differential ∂(d1) = c1 ∂(d2) = c2. Then we can change
cellular differential to get new one ∂′(d1) = c1 ∂

′(d2) = c2 + kc1. After that we need to change c1
and c2. For obtained function we get two Bruhat numbers k and − 1

k
.

It can be shown that for a strong Morse function with non-empty set of Barannikov pairs (over
Q) at least one Bruhat number is integer.
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4. One-parametrical Morse theory

We consider the case of generic one-parametrical family of functions on a closed manifold M , i.e
a function F : [0, 1]×M → R. In this section we describe how Bruhat numbers behaves in such a
family.

We will assume here that family F is oriented, i.e we choose an orientation of every Morse
critical point of functions F (q, .) : M → R and this orientation continuously depends on Morse
critical points. Every family could be oriented. Recall that Cerf diagram Σ(F ) is a subset of
[0, 1]× R consisting of all points (q, u), such that u is a critical value of

F (q, .) : M → R.
For a generic family for isolated values of a parameter q function F (q, .) becomes non strong

Morse function. We will suppose that our family contains at most one non strong Morse function
F (q0, .).
4.1. Case of strong Morse family. This case was actually considered in Subsection 3.6. Suppose
oriented family F consists on strong Morse functions F (q, .) only. Then its Cerf diagram Σ(F ) is
a union of non-intersecting graphs of smooth function fi : [0, 1] → R. Each graph is labeled by
Morse index ind of correspondent critical points. Functions fk (and their graphs) are naturally
ordered: fk(q) is a k-th critical value from below of F (q, .).

For each l ∈ {0, ..., dimM} there is bl(M) = dim Hl(M) functions fk corresponding to critical
values counting homology fk (see subsection 3.1). Each of they labeled by l.

All others are decomposed in non-inersecting Barannikov pairs – (fi, fj) form a pair if and only if
for any q (fi(q), fj(q)) is a Barannikov pair of critical values for F (q, .). In this case we assume that
fi(q) > fj(q) and ind(fi(q)) = ind(fj(q)) + 1. The corresponding Bruhat number λ(fi(q), fj(q)) is
independent on q. Recall, that we need orientations to construct λ(fi(q), fj(q)).
4.2. Case of Morse family with one transversal selfintersection. Suppose that all functions from an
oriented family F are strong Morse but F (1/2, .) is non-strong Morse function and the diagram
Σ(F ) has unique singular point above 1/2 – simple transversal selfintersection.

In that case bifurcations (at q = 1/2) of Barannikov pairs and homologically essential critical
values of critical values are known (see [6,10]) we recall it here. Note that in appeared independently
in [11]. Consider functions f−k on [0, 1/2[ and f+

k on ]1/2, 1]. Barannikov pairs are defined for
q 6= 1/2. Let

lim
q→1/2−0

f−i (q) = lim
q→1/2−0

f−i+1(q) = a = lim
q→1/2+0

f+
i (q) = lim

q→1/2+0
f+
i+1(q),

(1) First of all the lenth of any Barannikov pairs (f±i (q), f±j (p)) f±i (q)− f±j (q) is separated from
zero – Barannikov pair could not lie on branches of Σ(F ) passing through selfintersection point;
(2) if (f−k (q), f−l (q)) is Barannikov pair for F (q, .) (q < 1/2) and {i, i + 1} ∩ {k, l} = ∅ then
(f−k (q), f−l (q)) is Barannikov pair for F (q, .) (q > 1/2) and vice versa. In that case one can show
that λ(f−k (q), f−l (q)) = λ(f+

k (q), f+
l (q)); (3) Barannikov pairs pass through (1/2, a) continuously

– the limit (in Hausdorff topology) at q = 1/2 of Barannikov pairs continuosly depending on
q < 1/2 equals to the limit at q = 1/2 of unique continuous family of Barannikov pairs for q > 1/2;
(4) Barannikov pair may pass through (1/2, a) smoothly or non-smoothly. Smooth case does not
change corresponding number λ. In the remaining case there are only 5 possibilities. We show
them on Figure. 1.
4.3. Case of birth or death of two Morse points. The last possible bifurcation in generic families
of functions is a family such that all functions F (q, .) are strong Morse functions for q 6= 1/2, all
critical values of F (1/2, .) are pairwise different and all critical points but one are Morse points
and one can chose coordinates (q, w1, ..., wdimM) on the product [0, 1]×M such that the projection
on [0, 1] is (q, w1, ..., wdimM) 7→ q such that in a neighborhood of (1/2, 0, ..., 0)

F (q, w) = g(q) + (w1)3 − (q − 1/2)w1 +Q(w2, ..., wdimM)
where Q is a non-degenerate quadratic form (a choice of coordinate may reverse q-direction).

In that case Barannikov pairs for F (q, .) for q < 1/2 are naturally continuously continues through
q = 1/2 and corresponding Bruhat numbers λ do not change. Two new critical values for q > 1/2
form a pair and λ equals to ±1. The sign depends on orientations of new critical points.
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